BOOK LIST

for Kids Read identity:

Adventure Time

+ Bugs Are Beautiful!
Adventure Time

Adventure Time readers love finding out WHAT HAPPENS NEXT in a story. You always want to be on the edge of your seat and go along for the ride!

This list helps Adventure Time readers find books they like who also want to learn more about bugs.

- Grasshopper Magic by Lynne Jonell
- Butterfly Battle by Nancy White
- Amazon Fever by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld
- Shoo, Caveflies! by Geronimo Stilton
- Battle Bugs of Outer Space by Jane B. Mason
- Buggin' Out! With Spider-Man by MacKenzie Cadenhead
- Butterfly Blues by Carolyn Keene
- Blue Rain's Adventure by Jennifer Castle
- Clyde by Jim Benton
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Adventure Time

Adventure Time readers love finding out WHAT HAPPENS NEXT in a story. You always want to be on the edge of your seat and go along for the ride!

This list helps Adventure Time readers find books they like who also want to learn more about extinct animals.

- *Rise of the Evil Army* by Todd H. Doodler
- *The Tiny Hero of Ferny Creek Library* by Linda Bailey
- *Firefly Hollow* by Alison McGhee
- *James and the Giant Peach* by Roald Dahl
- *The Cricket in Times Square* by George Selden
- *The Very Hungry Caterpillar* by Eric Carle
- *The End of the Beginning* by Avi
- *Hurry and the Monarch* by Antoine Ó Flatharta